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Kapitel 1: Hide and seek....extreme.

Katherine PoV:

It is dark first like always. But then, all of a sudden, bright, glowing white light is here.
"Ah...so I fell asleep." I sigh. So I gotta train...again. I fall asleep on trains so easily. I just
keep standing here, until I eventually, annoyed as ever, yell: "OI! I know that you are
here!" A giggle appears behind me. "I see...So your senses got better. Well...let's train
them today, since it's been a while." I nod, already closing my eyes again. This is the
only place where I can see....Only when I'm asleep... A single sanp of two thin fingers
break the silence. I feel the white mass changing into a wood. I'm linked to this place,
so, of course I feel it changing. I smirk. "Wanna start then?" "Sure. Good luck. We'll see
if you can find me before you're gonna wake up. Well...Chatch me!" I feel the presence
of the other one leaving. I smile. "Let's go then." And I run, my eyes still closed, after
the stronger one. So fast...I know that I don't stand a chance. But giving up isn't an
option eighter. I'll have to outsmart- "Huh?" The trees seem to be attacking me! So
this place wasn't a choice that was made out of a sudden mood. I grin. So it's gonna be
more difficult this time. I can't differ from the trees movements and the others.
Dammit. But I didn't come here unprepared after all. I never do. Every time I fall
asleep I come here. And I train. This extreme game of hide and seek isn't something
we often do. I think it's actually quite fun. "I'll win this time." I whisper to myself as I
dodge another branch. I continue to listen to every single noise, and be it so small. I
gotta win- there! I grin. Then the steps begin to move. We both know it. And we both
still don't know who's gonna be the hunter and who's gonna be the prey this time. I
hold my breath. Where- "ARGH!" Something hit me. And I know what. Looks like it's
gonna be decidet now...Who's gonna be the hunter and who the prey in this insane
game? "You know that you can't win." The voice is soft, and jet cold. "Well...but I can
try. And if I give up now...I'll automatically lose, won't I? I should at least try. Now
come at me. I know that you are superior. But I can't give up." "Aw...what a nice little
speech you held there. Well, I'll do as you wish then. " steps are coming closer. So
fast... And in that moment I became the prey. I only attack every now and then, I only
can run away. "Your defense is still weak!" "I KNOW!" I keep running. Yeah...I'm pretty
bad at defense. I grit my teeth. Then I feel the beat in my cest begin again. "Oh...looks
like I'm waking up...See you...And I'll win the next time!" "KEep believing. Goodbye. I'm
looking forward to stealing your sleep again~" The voice get's further away...No...I get
further away. Why did he have to interfere now...?
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